
Ask your sales consultant for additional quantity discounts!

Fight Snow & Ice

OTHER SOLUTIONS
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CF68

Item #SWIB50
50lb. bag

Contains a 
corrosion inhibitor to 

protect surfaces

Calcium chloride flake and sodium chloride blend sprayed 
with liquid magnesium chloride and corrosion inhibitors. 

Safer on vegetation and concrete than rock salt.

Blue color indicator for easy application.

Enhanced formula includes calcium chloride flakes for 
instant melting power. 

Melts to -10°F.  
No ice melt is recommended for use on concrete that 
is less than one year old.     

Premium Ice Melter

$14.31/bag

$11.84/bag for 10+

$10.77/bag for pallet 
(50 bags)



 Mops
ACSM8024
◦ 24 oz cotton
◦ Cut end, narrow band
◦ White
Sale Price: $4.98 ea

Complete catalog online atComplete catalog online at
www.acorndistributors.www.acorndistributors.comcom

 Neutralizer
DIV917048
Neutralizes the effects of ice melt 
on floors.  
◦ 90/tub, 2 tubs/cs
Sale Price: $59.70/cs

 Wet Floor Sign
ACSM8001
◦ Bilingual
◦ 26”
Sale Price: $11.40 ea

 Mop Bucket
ACSM8000
◦ Mop bucket & wringer, 26 qt.
◦ Side press wringer
◦ Heavy duty bumper
Sale Price: $57.61 ea

Other sizes & 
brands in stock

WaterHog mats are durable, 
stain resistant mats with a 
unique bi-level design that 
traps dirt and moisture, 
keeping your floors clean, 
dry, and safe. 
Clean & Dry  
Bi-level surface effectively scrapes dirt and moisture from 
shoes, trapping it beneath shoe level to prevent tracking. The 
water dam border holds moisture keeping it off your floors. 
WaterHog mats can hold up to 1.5 gallons of water per sq yd. 
Durable  
Reinforced rubber nubs prevent pile from crushing and extend 
the performance life of the mat.
Fade & Stain Resistant 
Solution dyed PET fabric is resistant to staining, dries quickly, 
and will not fade or rot.
Safe 
Beveled edges provide a safe transition from floor to mat. 
Certified high traction by the National Floor Safety Institute.
Eco-Friendly 
SBR rubber backing contains 20% post consumer recycled 
rubber from car tires. PET surface is made from 100% post 
consumer recycled plastic bottles. 

WaterHog mats are available in 19 colors with choice of 
classic rubber border or fashion fabric border

Acorn has other matting options to meet your 
specific needs- indoor, outdoor, logoed, custom sizes, etc. 

Just let us know the application so we can 
provide a proper solution. 

PROTECT your flooring 
investment this winter 
with matting. 


